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Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Tell your favorite subject in 
school


This is a list of the most common regular verbs. Practice pronouncing them. As you can see, it 
is much more usual NOT to pronounce the ED. Ask about any verb you don't know. Make 
sentences with these verbs.

Pronounce the ED DON'T pronounce the ED

wanted looked

needed used

started worked

included called

added tried

waited asked

expected helped

suggested talked

reported turned

decided played

shouted moved

hunted liked

visited lived

accepted believed

continued

learned

changed

watched

followed

stopped

allowed

opened

walked



Pronunciation: Monday we practiced pronouncing the AU and AW sound. In English, these 
two sounds are usually the same.  Say "crawl" and "haul".


Sometimes the letter A has that same sound. Read this list of words: salt, talk, wash, false, 
halt, call, ball, hall, bald.


Sometimes OU also makes the AW sound. Read this word list; thought, fought, brought, 
bought.


And AUGH has the AW sound. Read these words: taught, caught, daughter, naughty.

One word that is spelled the same but sounds very different is laugh.


OUGH is frequently the AW sound as in cough, bought and brought. But you also have bough, 
though and through.


Novel Scenes Chapter 14--Her Last Day


offered

remembered

loved

appeared

served

died

stayed

reached

killed

remained

passed

Pronounce the ED DON'T pronounce the ED



Today is Mindy's last day of work at the dry cleaner. She needs to go back to college. Mindy is 
a little sad. She knows Mr. Ochoa and the other workers very well. She knows many of the 
customers. She really learned a lot at this job.


At noon, Mr. Ochoa brings out a cake from the bakery. All of the workers have a piece. "Thanks 
for your help this summer," says Mr. Ochoa. "Oh," he says, "I have a present for you." Mr. 
Ochoa brings out something green in a long plastic bag. "I had to pay over $800 for this 
dress," he says. "And it doesn't fit me."


"That dress!" says Mindy with a laugh. "Are you serious? Thank you!"

"You're welcome," says Mr. Ochoa. "Good luck at college."


Mindy goes home in the afternoon. Mindy tries on the dress and shows her grandmother. "You 
look very nice," says her grandmother. "But it's a little big for you. Take it to the tailor shop on 
State Street."

"That's a good idea. I'll go right now." Mindy leaves the dress at the Tailor Shop. She can pick 
it up next week.


Which statements are TRUE? 
1. It is Mindy's first day at the dry cleaner.

2. She plans to go to work at the bakery.

3. Mindy knows Mr. Ochoa and the other workers well.

4. She really learned a lot on t his job.

5. Mr. Ochoa brings out a pie from the bakery.

6. Mr. Ochoa sells Mindy the green dress.

7. When Mindy goes home, she shows her grandmother the dress.

8. The dress is too small.

9. Mindy will take the dress to the tailor.


Match the parts of the sentences. 
1. Mindy needs to go back	 	 	 a. a lot at this job

2. She really learned	 	 	 	 b. a piece

3. At noon, Mr. Ochoa brings out	 	 c. to college

4. All of the workers have	 	 	 d. in the afternoon.

5. Mindy goes home	 	 	 	 e. the dress and shows her grandmother

6. Mindy tries on	 	 	 	 f. a cake from the bakery


Discuss:

1. Do you think Mr. Ochoa likes Mindy?

2. Why is Mindy a little sad?

3. Was it good of Mr. Ochoa to give Mindy the dress?


Chapter 15--The Tailor Shop


It's Mindy's last day at home. She will go away to college tomorrow. Mindy has many things to 
do. She goes to the bank. She goes to the post office. And she goes to the tailor shop on State 



Street to pick up her dress. She opens the door and someone yells, "Don't slam the door!" 
Mindy can't believe it. Carol is working there! She is standing at the front counter.


Right now, Carol is with another customer. "Can you shorten it two inches?" the customer 
says. Mindy looks down. She doesn't want Carol to notice her. Fortunately, another worker 
helps Mindy. Mindy whispers her name and gives the man her ticket. Then he goes in the back 
and gets Mindy's dress. Mindy hides her face behind her purse. She hands the man her 
money. But Carol doesn't notice Mindy at all. Carol is too busy looking at the customer's pretty 
dress.


"Sure," says Carol. "We can shorten it two inches. When do you need it?"

"Can I have it by Friday?" Carol grabs the dress. She smiles. Carol looks at the woman. The 
woman and Carol are about the same size. "Sorry," says Carol. "You can have it on Tuesday."


Which statements are TRUE 
1. Mindy goes to the bank, the post office and the bakery.

2. Carol is working at the tailor shop.

3. Carol says, "Don't slam the door!"

4. Mindy doesn't want Carol to notice her.

5. Carol helps Mindy get her dress.

6. Mindy hides her face behind the door.

7. Carol tells the woman she can have it on Friday.


Complete the sentences 

1. Carol _______________ at the front counter.

2. Mindy __________________. She doesn't want Carol to notice her.

3. Fortunately, another worker _______________ Mindy.

4. Mindy _____________ her name and gives the man her ticket.

5. Then he goes back and _______________ Mindy's dress.

6. Mindy ______________ her face behind her purse.

7. But Carol ___________________ Mindy at all.

8. Carol is too busy _________________ the customer's pretty dress.


Discuss:

1. Why doesn't Mindy want Carol to notice her?

2. Why is Carol interested in the customer's dress?

3. What do you think Carol's plan is for that dress?

4. Do you think Carol learned her lesson at the dry cleaner shop?

5. Do you think Carol will get fired from the tailor shop?

6. What did you think of this novel?  Did you like the story?

looking at looks down helps doesn't notice

whispers gets hides is standing


